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Abstract: We have analyzed the effect of excess electron attachment on the network of 
hydrogen bonds in the oxalic acid dimer 2)(OA . The most stable anionic structures may be 
viewed as complexes of a neutral hydrogenated moiety .HOA  coordinated to an anionic 
deprotonated moiety −− )( HOA . .HOA  acts as a double proton donor and −− )( HOA  as a 
double proton acceptor.  Thus the excess electron attachment drives intermolecular proton 
transfer.  We have identified several cyclic hydrogen bonded structures of −2)(OA . Their 
stability has been analyzed in terms of the stability of the involved conformers, the energetic 
penalty for deformation of these conformers to the geometry of the dimer, and the two-body 
interaction energy between the deformed .HOA  and −− )( HOA . There are at least seven 
isomers of −2)(OA  with stabilization energies in the range of 1.26-1.39 eV. These energies are 
dominated by attractive two-body interaction energies. The anions are vertically bound 
electronically by 3.0-3.4 eV and adiabatically bound by at least 1.6 eV.  The computational 
predictions are consistent with the anion photoelectron spectrum of −2)(OA . The spectrum 
consists of a broad feature, with an onset of 2.5 eV and spanning to 4.3 eV. The electron 
vertical detachment energy (VDE) is assigned to be 3.3 eV. 
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Introduction  
Oxalic acid OA  is the simplest dicarboxylic acid, see N1 in Figure 1, and can exist in 
several conformational forms differing in the extent of intramolecular hydrogen bonding. The 
clusters of OA  are intriguing because of the competition between inter- and intramolecular 
hydrogen bonds. This phenomenon attracted the attention of many experimental
1-4
 and 
computational
1, 5-8
 groups. The neutral dimer of oxalic acid, 2)(OA , has recently been studied 
computationally.
5, 6
 Many dimer structures are possible resulting from pairing miscellaneous 
conformers of OA  through various sets of intermolecular hydrogen bonds. The structures 
with cyclic (double) hydrogen bonds were natural suspects for the global minimum. Notice 
that each monomer can engage a proton donor and a proton acceptor site from either the same 
or neighbouring carboxylic group(s). We concluded
6
 that a “side-to-side” structure, labelled 
ND1 in Figure 2, is more stable by 61 meV than the “head-to-head” ND3 structure, which is 
supported by a standard structural motif of hydrogen-bonded carboxylic groups (as in the 
formic acid (FA ) dimer). The global stability of ND1 resulted from a balancing act between 
a moderately attractive two-body interaction and small repulsive one-body terms. ND3, on 
the other hand, was characterized by the most attractive two-body term. However, repulsive 
one-body terms, which result from compromising two out of four intramolecular hydrogen 
bonds, limited its overall stability. 
Our recent experimental and computational results demonstrated an unusual 
electrophilicity of the oxalic acid monomer.
1
 
−OA  is characterized by an adiabatic and 
vertical electron binding energy of 0.72 and 1.08 eV, respectively. The OA  monomer may be 
viewed as a product of condensation of two FA  molecules (with the release of H2). It is well 
established that the FAmonomer does not support a bound anionic state.1  The unique 
electrophilicity of OA  may result from the proximity of the carboxylic groups. Indeed, the 
SOMO of the anion is dominated by a bonding C-C interaction. In addition, intramolecular 
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hydrogen bonds stabilize 
−OA .1  
Here we analyse the effect of excess electron attachment on the network of hydrogen 
bonds (intra- and intermolecular) in the oxalic acid dimer and we consider the anion of the 
FA  dimer as a reference point. In our past study, we demonstrated that −2)(FA  undergoes 
intermolecular proton transfer and supports a valence anion with an electron vertical 
detachment energy (VDE) of 2.35 eV, but an adiabatic electron affinity (AEA) close to zero 
(|AEA|< 20 meV).
9
 The structure of the dimer anion resembles the formate anion engaged in 
a symmetrical double hydrogen-bonded bridge with the dihydroxymethyl radical. The relaxed 
anion of the FA  dimer has now been experimentally characterized using Ar-tagged 
vibrational predissociation and electron autodetachment spectroscopies as well as anion 
photoelectron spectroscopy.
10
 These results confirmed that the excess electron attachment 
leads to a transfer of one of the protons across the H-bonded bridge. The electron-induced 
proton transfer in the FA  dimer is manifested also by differences in the results of electron 
energy-loss spectroscopy experiments on the monomer and dimer of FA .11 The yield of very 
low energy electrons was found to be 20 times stronger in the dimer than in the monomer. 
The dramatic increase in the efficiency of the dimer to quasi-thermalize electrons arriving in 
the 1-2 eV energy range and captured in the lowest π* shape resonance was interpreted in 
terms of a rapid intermolecular proton transfer that quenches the fast autodetachment 
channel. 
In view of these results we suspected that the dimer of oxalic acid might also undergo 
intermolecular proton transfer upon excess electron attachment: 
,)(. −
+
−→+ HOAHOAOAOA
e
K  
where .HOA is a hydrogenated oxalic acid moiety (radical) and −− )( HOA is a deprotonated 
closed-shell moiety. For this reason, we have analysed both the −+OAOA  and 
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−
−+ )(. HOAHOA  asymptotes and we have discussed anionic dimers in terms of the 
interacting .HOA  and −− )( HOA  moieties. The dimers have been found adiabatically bound 
and experimentally easily accessible. We conclude that the dimer of oxalic acid may serve as 
a model system for intermolecular proton transfer induced by a π excess electron.
12
 Notice 
the role of proton motion coupled with electron transfer in bioenrgetic conversion,
13
 damage 
of nucleic acids by low-energy electrons,
14
 protein redox machines,
15
 and electron beam 
lithography.
16
 
 
Methods 
Here we apply a similar computational procedure to that of our study of the neutral 
oxalic acid dimer,
6
 but adapted for excess charge and proton transfer. The most stable 
isomers of the anionic oxalic acid dimer might be viewed as an isomer m of the 
hydrogenated oxalic acid monomer .HOA , labelled Hm, interacting with an isomer n of  
the deprotonated monomer  −− )( HOA , labelled DPn. Hm’s are neutral, doublet radicals and 
DPn’s are negatively charged, closed-shell (singlet) moieties. The stability of the monomer 
decreases as m (or n) increases, with the most stable isomers being H1 and DP1.  For any 
geometry G of the anionic complex −− )(. HOAHOA K  we can identify an Hm that 
resembles most the .HOA  monomer at the geometry G, i.e. )(. GHOA . An analogous 
procedure allows us to identify this DPn that resembles the most )()( GHOA −− . In 
consequence, we consider the −− )(. HOAHOA K  complex at the geometry G as a deformed 
Hm interacting with a deformed DPn, and we label this system as HmDPn(G).  
The total energy of −2)(OA  at a geometry G can be represented as:  
),()()()( 1111 GEGEGEGE
stab
HmDPnDPDPHHHmDPn ++=      (1) 
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where )( 11 HH GE  and )( 11 DPDP GE  are the energies of the most stable forms of 
.
HOA and 
−
− )( HOA , respectively, at their respective optimal geometries, and )(GE stabHmDPn  is the 
stabilization energy calculated as:  
).()()()( 211 GEGEGEGE bHmDPn
b
DPn
b
Hm
stab
HmDPn ++=      (2) 
)(1 GE bHm  is the one-body term defined as: 
)(1 GE bHm = )()( 11 HHHm GEGE − ,        (3) 
where )(GEHm is the energy of 
.HOA at the geometry G . )(1 GE bHm  is the energy penalty for 
distorting the monomer .HOA  from the global minimum 1HG  to the geometry G . The one 
body term )(1 GE bHm can be further split into a term that describes a conformational change 
from 1 to m, and the deformation from HmG to G : 
),()( 111
1 GEEGE defbHm
confb
m
b
Hm
−−
→
+=        (4) 
with the conformation confb
mE
−
→
1
1
and deformation )(1 GE defbHm
− penalties defined, respectively, as: 
),()( 11
1
1 HHHmHm
confb
m GEGEE −=
−
→
        (5) 
=
− )(1 GE defbHm ).()( HmHmHm GEGE −        (6) 
Analogous definitions hold for the )(1 GE bDPn  term. )(
2 GE bHmDPn  is the two-body interaction 
energy calculated as: 
).()()()(2 GEGEGEGE DPnHmHmDPn
b
HmDPn −−=      (7) 
The total energy of the dimer is referenced with respect to the energies of the most stable 
isomers of .HOA  and −− )( HOA , i.e., H1 and DP1; see Eq. 1. Thus, )(GE stabHmDPn is a measure 
of the stability of the anionic complex at the geometry G .  
 The next, practical step is to determine the values of )(GE stabHmDPn  as accurately as 
possible. When solving the electronic Schrödinger equation, one faces the challenges of 
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electron correlation and incompleteness of the one-electron basis set. The approach we 
adopted here to obtain accurate electronic energies had been developed by the group of 
Hobza.
17
 The geometries of the isolated monomers of the neutral (Nn), anionic (An), 
hydrogenated (Hn), deprotonated (DPn), and protonated (Pn) OA , and of the neutral (NDn) 
and anionic (ADn) dimers of OA ,  were optimized at the MP2 level of theory18 using the 
aug-cc-pVDZ
19
 basis set. The single point energies of the monomers and dimers were 
extrapolated to the complete basis set (CBS) limit at the SCF and MP2 levels of theory using 
the aug-cc-pVNZ
19
 basis sets (N = D, T, and Q). For the details of the extrapolation 
procedure see Ref. 6. Higher-order electron correlation effects were estimated by performing 
single-point calculations at the CCSD(T) level of theory
20
 using the aug-cc-pVDZ basis set. 
The incremental electron correlation energies were added to the sum of the CBS SCF and 
MP2-correlation terms to obtain our final electronic energies. Harmonic frequencies and 
zero-point vibrational corrections were obtained at the MP2 level using the aug-cc-pVDZ 
basis set. 
The energies of the neutral and anionic dimers are contaminated with the so-called 
basis set superposition error, which distorts the equilibrium geometries and frequencies, as 
well as the values of )(GE stabHmDPn .
21, 22
 The standard counterpoise (CP) procedure
23
 was 
invoked when optimizing geometries and calculating vibrational frequencies of the anionic 
and neutral dimers, with the monomers .HOA and −− )( HOA  for the former and 2×OAfor 
the latter. We also invoked the CP procedure to calculate the VDE and AEA values. The 
CBS-extrapolated dimer energies have been derived from the CP-corrected finite bases set 
energies.   
All calculations were performed using the Gaussian 09 suite of programmes.
24
 
Molecular structures and orbitals were drawn using GaussView.
25
  The contour values used in 
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the plots were calculated with the OpenCubMan tool
26
 using a fraction of electron density 
equal to 0.8. The Gaussian cube file was produced with a fine grid of 12 points per bohr.  
On the experimental side, anion photoelectron spectroscopy was conducted by 
crossing a mass-selected beam of negative ions with a fixed-frequency photon beam and 
energy-analysing the resultant photodetached electrons. Photodetachment transitions occur 
between the ground state of a mass-selected negative ion and the ground and energetically 
accessible excited states of its neutral counterpart. This process is governed by the energy-
conserving relationship hν = EBE + EKE, where hν is the photon energy, EBE is the electron 
binding energy, and EKE is the electron kinetic energy. Measuring electron kinetic energies 
and knowing the photon energy provide electron binding (photodetachment transition) 
energies. Because these are vertical transitions, their relative intensities are determined by the 
extent of Franck−Condon overlap between the anion and its corresponding neutral. Our 
apparatus consists of a laser photoemission anion source, a linear time-of-flight mass 
spectrometer for mass analysis and mass selection, a momentum decelerator, a magnetic 
bottle electron energy analyzer, and a Nd:YAG photodetachment laser. The magnetic bottle 
has a resolution of ∼50 meV at an EKE of 1 eV. In these experiments, photoelectron spectra 
were recorded with 266 nm (4.66 eV) photons. The photoelectron spectra were calibrated 
against the well-known transitions of atomic Cu−.
27
 
To produce the oxalic acid dimer anions, oxalic acid was placed in a small oven (∼40 
°C) attached to the front of a pulsed (10 Hz) valve (General Valve Series 9), where helium 
(∼30 psi) was expanded over the sample in a high vacuum chamber (10
−6
 Torr). Just outside 
the orifice of the oven, low-energy electrons were produced by laser/photoemission from a 
pulsed Nd:YAG laser beam (10 Hz, 532 nm) striking a translating, rotating, copper rod (6.35 
mm diameter). Negatively charged anions were then pulse-extracted into the spectrometer 
prior to mass selection and photodetachment. 
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Results 
 
In Figure 1 we listed only these conformers of the neutral (Nn), anionic (An), 
deprotonated (DPn), hydrogenated (Hn), and protonated (Pn) conformers of OA  that are 
critical for the discussion of our results for −2)(OA . The complete lists of these conformers, 
and their relative stability, are presented in the Supporting Figures S1-S5. The energies of all 
the moieties listed in Figure 1 are with respect to N1. The data show that the dissociative 
asymptotes N1 + A1 and H1 + DP1 differ by only 0.06 eV, and the latter is actually lower 
(see Figure 3). It might be a characteristic feature of the −+OAOA  system. Formation of a 
zwitterionic, but infinitely separated, pair P1 + DP1 requires 6.34 eV, but the AEA of P1 
(7.15 eV) brings the H1 + DP1 asymptote below the N1 + A1 asymptote. It implies that the 
anionic clusters of oxalic acid are predisposed to intermolecular proton transfer. The AEA of 
N1 is 0.72±0.05 eV, based on anion photoelectron data
1
 and 0.75 eV, as computed here.  
Analogous asymptotes for the neutral and anionic FA  dimer are shown in Figure S6. The 
first difference between FA  and OA  is that the monomer of the former does not bind an 
electron.
1
 Moreover, the formation of the zwitterionic pair P1 + DP1 requires more energy in 
2)(FA  than in 2)(OA , 7.23 vs 6.34 eV. Quenching P1 with an excess electron releases less 
energy in −2)(FA  than in 
−
2)(OA , 6.42 vs 7.15 eV. In consequence, the H1 + DP1 asymptote 
in −2)(FA  is higher than the N1 + N1 + e asymptote by 0.81 eV. We conclude that the 
stability of −2)(FA  hinges on the two-body interaction term )(
2 GE bHmDPn , Eq. 7. Indeed, the 
energies of the neutral and anionic FA  dimer are very similar (|AEA|< 20 meV), though they 
differ in the distribution of protons.
9
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Back to oxalic acid, in Figure 1 we included not only the global minimum of .HOA , H1, 
but also the stationary points H5 and H8, which may be viewed as building blocks of the 
most stable anionic dimers, see Figures 2 and 4. The planar H5 and H8 stationary points are 
not minima and have one and two imaginary frequencies, respectively. H5 is a transition state 
that connects two minima, H1 and H3. H8 collapses into the isomers of H7 (see Figure S4 
for all the Hn stationary points). 
The energies of the most stable neutral and anionic dimers, ND1 and AD1, 
respectively, with respect to their dissociative asymptotes are illustrated in Figure 2. Upon the 
excess electron attachment, the side-to-side ND1 undergoes intermolecular proton transfer 
and morphs into H5DP1, the sixth most stable anionic structure, AD6. The most stable 
anionic dimer AD1 proves to be H8DP1, and it morphs into the head-to-head ND3 upon the 
excess electron detachment.  We conclude that the most stable anionic and neutral dimers 
differ qualitatively: the global anionic minimum belongs to the head-to-head family, but the 
global neutral minimum to the side-to-side family. It is also remarkable how stable these 
anionic dimers are, with the AEA values exceeding 1.6 eV.  
Intermolecular proton transfer is a persistent feature among low-energy isomers of 
−
2)(OA , but we can still identify three groups that can be traced back to the three most stable 
groups of neutral dimers:
6
 head-to-head, head-to-side, and side-to-side. The representatives of 
these families are illustrated in Figure 4. These are: AD1 and AD2 (head-to-head), AD3 and 
AD7 (head-to-side), and AD6 (side-to-side), and their stability with respect to H1 + DP1 is 
detailed in Table 1 (the seven most stable anionic isomers are characterized in Fig. S7 and 
Table S1). All these isomers of −2)(OA  can be viewed as a Hn monomer interacting with 
DP1. They are non-planar, with the buckling and twisting localized on the Hn unit (for the 
detailed structural information see Table S2). The proton transfer and non-planarity 
compound to the significant values of VDE, from 3.17 to 3.42 eV. The AEA values presented 
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in Figure 4 are with respect to ND1. They span a narrow range of 0.12 eV (from 1.65 to 1.77 
eV).  
The relative stability of selected anionic isomers is analysed in Table 1 in terms of 
one- and two-body terms (see Eqs. 2-7). These anionic structures involve the deformed 
.HOA moieties that resemble the stationary points H8 and H5, which are not minima for the 
isolated .HOA . The attractive two-body interaction energy plays the dominant role in the 
overall stability of the anions. The strongest two-body interactions are observed in the head-
to-head group, up to -2.27 eV, though they are accompanied by the most repulsive one-body 
terms, up to 0.88 eV. In the head-to-side group, there are two possible directions of proton 
transfer: to the monomer that offers its “side” (AD3) or its “head” (AD7) for hydrogen 
bonding. The two-body terms are very similar -2.04 and -2.08 eV, respectively, but the 
penalizing one-body terms render AD3 more stable than AD7 by 0.10 eV. Finally, AD6 is 
characterized by the weakest two-body term, -1.88 eV, but also the least penalizing one-body 
terms, 0.61 eV, resulting in a competitive value of the overall stabilization energy. A similar 
balancing act was observed in the neutral ND1.
6
  
The photoelectron spectrum of the oxalic acid dimer anion is presented in Figure 5. The 
spectrum consists of a broad feature, with an onset of 2.5 eV and spanning to 4.3 eV. The 
vertical detachment energy (VDE) is assigned to be 3.3 eV, thus in very good agreement with 
the calculated values.  
 
Discussion 
The anion of the oxalic acid dimer has been characterized experimentally, using anion 
photoelectron spectroscopy, and theoretically, at the CCSD(T) level, with the SCF and MP2-
correlation energies extrapolated to the basis set limit.  
 The first remarkable feature is that the −−+ )(. HOAHOA  dissociative asymptote is 
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lower than the −+OAOA  asymptote by 0.06 eV. In consequence, the most stable anionic 
structures might be viewed as complexes of a neutral, doublet, hydrogenated moiety .HOA  
coordinated to an anionic, singlet, deprotonated moiety −− )( HOA . .HOA  acts as a double 
proton donor and −− )( HOA  as a double proton acceptor.  Thus the excess electron 
attachment drives intermolecular proton transfer. The low-energy anionic dimers involve the 
.HOA moieties more similar to first- and second-order saddle points than to local minima. 
The calculated AEA values are respectable, in the 1.65-1.77 eV range. Due to intermolecular 
proton transfer and buckling of the dimer structure, the calculated VDE values are 
significantly higher and cover the 3.17-3.42 eV range.  
The photoelectron spectrum of −2)(OA  is principally consistent with the calculated 
characteristics of the anionic dimer. However, the experimental VDE assigned to 3.3 eV is 
larger than the VDE of the most stable anionic structures AD1 and AD2. The discrepancy 
might be a manifestation of inaccuracy of theoretical predictions. Another possibility is that 
the anionic beam is not in thermal equilibrium and it is enriched with AD6 and AD3 (or 
AD7). These anions would be formed without additional barrier if the excess electron was 
attached to the most stable neutral dimers ND1 and ND2, which represent the side-to-side 
and head-to-side structures, respectively. Indeed, our preliminary explorations of 
transformation pathways indicate that AD6 is separated from AD3 by low barriers, less than 
47 meV at the MP2/aug-cc-pVDZ level. However, there is a barrier of 409 meV along the 
AD3-to-AD1 pathway. More extensive analysis of transformation pathways in the neutral and 
anionic dimer will be presented in our future report.  
Is there any effect of dicarboxylic character on the electrophilicity of OA  and 2)(OA ?  
Here we compare the vertical and adiabatic electron binding energies in 
−
nOA)(  and 
−
nFA)( , 
n=1,2. The FA  monomer does not support a bound valence anionic state but −OA displays a 
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vertical and adiabatic electron binding energy of 1.08 and 0.72 eV, respectively.
1
 Both −2)(FA  
and −2)(OA  undergo intermolecular proton transfer upon electron attachment, but the VDE is 
larger for −2)(OA  by 0.9 eV, as the values for 
−
2)(FA  are 2.35 eV
9
 (computational) and 2.40 
eV
10
 (experimental). The AEA values for various isomers of −2)(OA  are substantial, 1.65-1.77 
eV, but the result for −2)(FA  is close to zero (|AEA|< 20 meV).
9
 These results strongly 
suggest that the proximity of two carboxylic groups in each OA  monomer contributes to the 
stability of 
−
nOA)( .  
The singly occupied molecular orbitals for one anionic dimer from each group (AD1, 
AD3, and AD6) are plotted in Figure 6. Next to each dimer anion HmDP1, we also show a 
SOMO of the Hm, but at its equilibrium geometry. The striking similarities between the 
dimer and monomer SOMO’s reinforce our interpretation of the anionic dimers in terms of 
the Hm…DP1 complexes. The singly occupied molecular orbital is of π symmetry. It is 
characterized by a bonding C-C interaction and antibonding C-O interactions. The bonding 
C-C interaction is possible due to the dicarboxylic character of OA .  
We expect that the oxalic acid clusters, due to their significant electrophilicity and 
experimental accessibility, will become model hydrogen bonded systems for experimental 
and theoretical studies of proton transfer upon an excess electron attachment. 
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Figure 1. Stationary points for the monomers of the neutral (N), anionic (A), deprotonated 
(DP), protonated (P), and hydrogenated (H) oxalic acid, which are relevant for the 
interpretation of results for −2)(OA . The name of the species is followed by its point symmetry 
group, the electronic term, two relative energies (in eV) with respect to N1 (purely electronic 
and corrected for zero-point vibrations), and the number of vibrational modes with negative 
curvatures.  
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Figure 2. Positions of the most stable neutral (ND1, left) and anionic (AD1, right) dimers 
with respect to their dissociative asymptotes. The energy of the N1 + N1 asymptote is set to 
zero. Evolution of ND1 and AD1 upon the excess electron attachment and detachment, 
respectively. 
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Figure 3. Relative energies of the dissociative asymptotes for 2)(OA  (left) and 
−
2)(OA  (right). 
The energy of the N1 + N1 asymptote is set to zero.  
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Figure 4. The most stable isomers of −2)(OA . The label ADn is followed by the electron 
vertical detachment energy and the adiabatic electron affinity with respect to ND1. Both 
energies are in eV.   
head-to-head 
head-to-side 
side-to-side 
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Figure 5. Photoelectron spectrum of oxalic acid dimer anion. 
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Figure 6. The isosurfaces of singly occupied molecular orbitals in AD1, AD3, and AD6 (left) 
and the corresponding Hn radicals (right); all species at their equilibrium geometries. The 
contour values were selected to reproduce 80% of electron density
26
 and span a narrow range 
from 0.051 to 0.054 a0
-3/2
. 
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Table 1: Total stabilization energy, its components  (Eqs. 1-7), and a correction for the zero-
point vibrations for the representative anions of the head-to-head (h-2-h), head-to-side (h-2-
s), and side-to-side (s-2-s) groups. All energies are in meV. 
 
Type −
2)(OA  
Monomers 1b conf
zn
E −  1 ( )b def
zn
E G−  1 ( )bznE G  
2b
X Ym n
E  stabX Ym nE  0
vibE∆  0
stab vib
X Ym n
E E+ ∆  
 
h-2-h 
AD1 H8 716 138 854 -2267 -1387 0 -1387 
DP1 0 27 27 
AD2 
 
H8 716 130 846 -2246 -1374 0 -1374 
DP1 0 25 25 
 
h-2-s 
AD3 H5 485 160 644 -2041 -1370 2. -1367 
DP1 0 27 27 
AD7 H8 716 66 783 -2084 -1270 5 -1265 
DP1 0 32 32 
s-2-s AD6 H5 485 99 584 -1882 -1273 4 -1269 
DP1 0 25 25 
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Excess electron induces proton transfer in the dimer of oxalic acid and leads to formation of very 
stable anions.  
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